JAWS Assessment
Student Name:_________________________________ School Year:_________________
Directions:

1. If this assessment is appropriate for this student, use it for planning programming and reporting
student performance.

2. Date the assessment. Mark the appropriate boxes (C or G).
C = Competency
The student demonstrates knowledge consistently in at least one setting with minimal
support and/or with accuracy but some inconsistency in different settings with minimal
support and/or with a grade of at least 70%.
G = Generalized Use
The student demonstrates knowledge accurately in 3 different settings and all
components of the skill independently with 80-100% accuracy or 8 out of 10 times.

3. The first time the instrument is used, go over all the areas of the assessment using formal testing or
general observation. Add all marks in the Pretest C and G columns and record the subtotals at the
bottom of each page and the totals on this page.

4. At the posttest, review the items that were marked in the previous test C column and determine if
they have been Generalized (G column).

5. Also review all areas of the assessment where programming has occurred or IEP goals have been
written to determine what new skills are the Competency (C) or Generalized (G) level. Only those
parts of the assessment that are appropriate for programming for this student need to be reviewed
at this time. Add all marks in the C and G columns and record the subtotals at the bottom of each
page and the totals on this page.

6. The totals on this page will determine the student’s progress.
Add subtotals from each page and enter the totals here:
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Launching JAWS
Launches from start menu.
Uses shortcut keys.
Unloads JAWS.
Helpful Keys
Ins+(Screen Sensitive Help).
Ins+H (listing available Hot Keys).
Ins+W (listing available Windows keystrokes).
Ins+I (turning keyboard help on).
Ins+T (reading title of currently active window).
Ins+B (reading dialog boxes in tab order).
Ins+F6 (minimizing all applications, placing on task bar).
Ins+J (opening JAWS window).
Read Commands
Number pad(NP) 5 (character).
Ins+NP5 (word). Ins+NP8 (line).
Ins+NP5 tapped twice (spell word).
Shift+lns+NP2 (read selected text).
Uses dictionary manager
NP-(minus) (JAWS cursor).
NP+(plus) (PC cursor).
Ins+NP-(minus) or +(plus) (routing cursors).
Ins+NP2 (reading from cursor).
Adjusts JAWS voices.
Sets screen echo.
Sets keyboard echo.
Uses frame manager.
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